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FOREWORD

I The long-term effects of participating in
vocational education at the secondary anti

444
postsecondary levels are of interest to
planners. policymakers, researchers. aild prac-
titioners at the federal, state. and local levels.
Empiricalt5Vidence of the long-range effects of
publicly funded programs can furnish a basis
for informed decision making. The Long-Term
Effects-of Vocational Education provides such :

information about individuals up to fifteen
years after their high school graduation.

This report answers wch questions as:
What are the long7term effects of participating
in vocational education at the secondary and
postsecondary levels? How do former voca-
tional education students feel about their job
proraTation in relationto their career? How do
the earnings of secondary vocational gradu-
ates compare with those of graduates of other
programs?

Thit report includes the results of an analy-
sis of a new national database, the Younger'
Adult Workers. The Gallup Organization
determined the final sample and field-tested
and administerenhe questionnaire. Mitchell
E. Cohen, Senior Researcher at the Gallup
Organization, supervised the work performed

. under this subcontract.
e. .

Funding for the study was provided by the
Office of Vocational and Adult Education, U.S.
Department of Education:

This project was conducted in the Eval-
uation and Policy Division of the National Cen-
ter for Resparch in Vocational Edubation:
Donna M'. Mertens, Project Director; aid John
Gardner'; Research Specialist; had the primary
responsibility for da4a analysis and prepared
the original.report. Other staff members who
assisted in the early phases of the project

.'vii

include Jill Russell. Lee Rasmussen, and Mark
Whitrniire. Computer programming was pro-
vided by Marta Fisch. Ken Kutler, and Jeff
Parrott. This report was organized and written
by Jeanne Desy. The project staff wishes to
thank Phscilla Ciulla and Mary Beth Dauner
who assisted with the numerous details of the
manuscript preparation.

Special thanks go to the reviewers of an
earlier version of thiS report. The Comments of
N. L. McCaSlin, Morgan Lewis. and William
Hull of the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education: John T. Grasso of West.

'Virginia University; and Robert Meyer of the
Urban Institute were most useful in enhancing
the quality of the final report. Final editing of'
this publication was performed by Judy
Balogh of.the National Center's editorial staff,

Robert E. Taylor
E cutive Director
Nat oval Centerfor Research

in Vocational Education

J.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was conceived in response to
the controversy over the long-term effects of
high school vocational education: Past studies
of short -term effects have found evidence that
vocational ducation students have certain
advantage in the labor Market in the first

. years after eaving high school. In response;
critics have contended that, because they pre-
pare students for immediate employment,
vocational/programs limit longer-term oppor-
tunities. Young people are tracked, they
allege: into programs that prepare them for
fobs with jow status, low pay,, and no oppor-
tunity for future advancement.

Heretofore, it has been difficult to deter
mine whether or not these claims were valid
because of the scarcity of data on the long-
term experience of vocational graduates. For
this reason, the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education, with sponsorship by
the Office of Vocational and Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Education; commissioned
a national cross - sectional. survey: This survey
was designed to provide data on the long-term
outcomes'of vocational education, with
emphasis on an array of labor market effects:
The 1,539 people randomly sampled %r the
survey were between the ages of twenty and
thirty-four; all were in the civilian labor force at
the time. The survey was so designed that
ane-half of those in the sample had takeri
vocational education programs in high school

nd one-half had rjot'. The analysis of this data
irst appeatiedi in Vocational Education and the

Younger Adult Worker (Mertens and Gardner
1981)..A summary of the findings was pub-
lished in the Journal of [ideational Education
Research (Mertens and Gardner 1983).

The resulteof this study refu e allege-
tign that graduates of vocational grams

4.

work in low-prestige, low-paying jobs. In
' general, the jobs vocational graduates hold are

not low in status and pay, but in the middle
range of both categories. Vocational education
has a positive effect on earnings for male
graduates,with marketing and trade/iridustry
specialties, and female graduates who special-
ize in business/office or trade/industry. Higher
earnings are not universal among vocational
graduates; as in the labor force at large,
women have consistently lower earnings than
men. Those women surveyed who had special-
ized in agriculture: health. and home econom-
ics (grouped together for.analysis in this study

. as the categor"otiher") had consistently
lower earnings than graduates of a general
curriculum.

Overall earnings are affected by rates of
employment as well as pay. Vocational gradu-
ates in general experience less unemployment!
this effect is especially strong for women in
business/office and marketing. Vocational
education also has an indirect effect on` earn
ings through its influence on postsecondary
education. High school vocational education is

. associated with completion of nontraditional
postsecondary training and eduCational pro-
grams; such as apprenticeship and-employeh
sponSored training; and these programS are
associated wit higher earnings.

This study.was not designed to examine
training-related placement; which is some-
-times used as an index of the effectiveness of
Vocational education. It did; however; gather
data on the extent to Which graduates use on
their jobs the skills they learned in vocationa
educationan indicator of training - related
placement. Overall, both Ken and women
reported moderate to high use of these skills-.
This may be related to their equally high levels

ff
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of satisfaction with their high school voca- completion of programs at public corn-
tional programs: munity'colleges or technical institutes.'

Other findings of the study that should be
of special interest are presented next under
the categories of .earnings, employment; edu-_
cation, and aspiration. It should be noted that
a finding in one category may be relevant to;
findings in another in the same way that
employment and education, as stand above;
affect earnings.

Earnings

For the fleet regiilar full-time job, earn-
ings are determined. primarily by the
leVel of OdUcatiOn. Vocational and
general curriculum graduates earn
approximately the same wages on their
first jobs.

In terms of the earnings in the current or
t most recent job; both male and female

vocational graduates have higher wages
than graduates of a general curriculum.
Graduates of an academic curriculum,
except for minority women, earn more
der hour than either of these groups.

Men'in all specialties; with the excepti4
of business /office; have a lon,g-term
earnings advantage over general curric-
ulum graduates.

Both men and women who specialize in
trade/industry earn more than general
curricutr graduates.
Within Most program areas, men earn
more than Women,, and white-_graduates
earn more than minority graduates

Graduates in business/office and
marketing are less likely to work in
unionized jobs; this indirectly reduces
earnings for those in,these fields.

Men with increased work experience,
longer job tenure, and unionized jobs
tend to have higher earnings.. 4
On the postsecondary leve)..completion
of proprietary school programs leads to
higher weekly earnings for men than

Employmerit

" Overall, vocation& graduates expe-
rience less unemployment than general
curriculum graduates; the reductiOn in
Unemployment is greater tor men than
for women.

Wipmen from all vocational program
areas share the same likelihood of
employment.

For both men and women, more total
experience in the labor force is strongly
associated with less recent
unemployment.

About 60 percent of vocational students
report using the skills they learned in
high school onthejOb, either a fair
amount or a great deal.

Completion of postsecondary vocational
or technical programs, is associated with
greater on-the-job use of the skills

.learned in high schoOl.

Women who specialize in business/
office and men who specialize in trade/
industry are more likely than other voca-
tional students to find gmployment that
uses their skills on their first jobs. ti

Vocatiorial graduates are more likely to
find first j6bs in which they use their
skills when their high school programs
included direct placement assistance
and training in job search skills:

Irt general, vocational graduates are
employed in- occupations related to their
specialties. 'Agriculture tends to lead to
farming and. agribusiness, marketing to
sales or clerical work, business /office to
managerial or clericalAbbs, and trade/ .]
industry to craft or operative work.

Male vocational graduates. are more
likely than graduates -of geperal pro-
grams to work in craft or service jobs
and less likelysto hold white - collar.
positions.



Self-employment is more common
among genera' and academic graduates
than among vocational graduates.

Wornen from business/office programs
tend to work in jobs With higher status
as deterinined by the Duncan,Status
Attainment Scale, and women from
trade/industry programs tend to work in
jobs with lower status.

' Job status for men from all vocational
programs except marketing is higher
than for general curriculum students.

Education

Graduates in business/office, marketing,
and trade/indirStry express much more
satisfactison with their preparation for
the job search than do their counter-
parts from a general curriculum4

After experience in the labor force,
vocational graduates are more likely
than graduates of a general curriculum
to say that they would choose the same
curriculum again.

Men who specialize in marketing are
much more likely bo to attend and to
complete public postseconda-y voca-',
tiqval programs than graduates of
general Kograms: they.are al more
likely to Agri jobs in which they use the
ityls learned in these programs:

Men in agriculture, health, and home
economics (all egcompassed in the
vocational category "other") are much
less likely to complete proprietary voca-
tional schetol prograrr%. .

Women from trade/industry programs
. are much more likely than their peers

from a general curriculum to attend and
complete proprietary school programs,
and to use the skills learned there on the

For both men and women, completion
of four-year college or university pro-
grams and advanced degrees is, signal-.
cantly associated with graduation from

4 xi

. -
a high school academiC curriculumend
with a high socioeconomic status (ES)
background.

Graduates of trade/industry programs
both male and femalehave a strong
tendency to participate in and complete
apprenticeship programs.

Participation in and completion of',.
employer-sponsored training piograms X
are more likely for men from marketing
or trade/industry programs, for women

. -from marketing,andfor graduateS
high schootacademic programs th11 for
other graduates:

I 1

Graduates of academic curriculeare
less likely to complete gbvernment:
sponsored training programs as are
women in the "other" vocational group.

f)spirations

For both men and women, exriecta-
tien of holdihg the,same job ive years
from now is associated with being white;
having longer job tenure-and hi her
pay; and completing four years of
college.

For women, more labor force expe-
rience, lower SES, and completion of
either' of other types of postse'corid-
ary schoolingemployer-sponsored
training or public community college
are also associated_With the expectation
of remaining on the cdrrent job for five
years. For men; this expectatifn is addi-
tionally associated with graduation from
high schooi agricultural, business/
office; or trade/induttry programs.

4, Vocationaigraduatestmost often as ire
to jobs_ in the 6tofessional and.clerOal-1
areas. However, fewer vocational graett-
ates than graduates of other curricula
aspire to professional jobs:

Vocational graduatesere somewhat
more likely than other graduates to say

..11 t they need further schooling in order
to obtain the jobs ihey want,. Men from



trade/industry programs are especially
likely to,express this aspiration.

Except for men from marketing pro-
grams; vocational graduates aspire to
fewer years of additionaldraining or
education than do graduates of a

general curriculum.

The time graduates expect to spend in
postsecondary training or bducation
tends to detreaseas time in the labor
force increases.

Conclusions

Vocational graduates in most program
areas have greater long-range earnings and
less unenyployment than general curriculum
graduates. As important as these effects are
however, the outcomes of the vocational cur-
riculum extend far beyond them. Vocational
education influences other siignificant out-
cOlres. including pctstsecondary and occupa-:
lional choices. The multiplicity of these effects
supports the conclusion reached by Grasso

( andShea (1979) that the vocational curriculum
ca ot be realistically evaluated in terms of
an one outcome, such as earnings or the
extent of training-related placement.

By way of illustration, occupational choil
involves not one or two effects, but a wide
range: normally, the outcomes of any individ-
ual choice are positive in some dimensions
and neutral or negative in others. The labor
market experience as a whole involves this
wide range of effects hat includeSearnings.

- employment; job stat s; and job satisfaction.
As much as possible, valuation-should take
this multiplicity of eff cts into cOnsideration.
Equally important is.the recognition of the dif-

letente in Valtlet that:leads individuals to
choose some of the available labor market
benefits over others.

The findings of this study indicate that
vocational graduates use the skills learned in
their secondary training Orograms to a fairly
high degree. The young adults here were more
likely to work in jobs related to their vocational

training when their high school programs
included instruction in job-seeking skills and
direct assistance from teachers in finding
work. If a higher rate of training related _

placement is a prirhary goal, it seems that
vocational programs can successfully work
toward this Outcome.

A final area of importance is gender
equity; this study supports the well-known.
finding that men have a significant earnings
advantage over women. Most of the women in
this study had spebializedin fields in which
women have. traditionally workeddusiness/
office, health, -and home economicswhereas,

ture and trade/industry. me women, how-
the men specialized in su-h areas as agricul-

ever, had not made trade ional choices, -which
resulted in a difference in,earningS; for exam-
ple, women in trade/industry earned more
than those in traditional programs. This sug-
gests that if secondary vocational education
increasingly encourages ybung women to
choose specialties without regard for tradi-
tional roles, one source of the earnings
inequity can be significantly changed:

Overall the long-term effects of vocational
edutation are relatively positiveparticularly
in view of earlier claims that this curriculum
confers only short-term benefits. Vocational
graduates earn more over the first fifteen years
of their careers than they would have if they
had graduated from a general curriculum. To
this earnings advantage_can be added the
considerable benefit of less unemployment

.

mploment
an important outcome in an economy deeply
concerned about employment. These findings
display the vitality of the vocational curricu-
lum. The long-term value of the increased
earnings alone seems to eVeed even the
highest estimates of the marginal costs of pro-

\"miding this curriculum to young people.

xv
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND

The Short-Term and tong-Term Effects
of Vocational Education

' At best, measuring the effects of participa- .

tion in a curriculum is difficult. Even if the
necessary data'are available; a study must take
into account the numerous factors and influl
ences, that compete with the educational pro-_
gram.in affecting outcomes. The difficulty
increases when the effects to be studied are
tong term-. TO the usual probleens of specifying
effects clearly and designing a methodolOgy
that will display them is added thescarcity of
data. Longitudinal surveys, which follow stu-
dents over time dO eXist (e.g., the 1966-78
National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market
Experience for Young Men and Young
Worlen, and the National Longitudinal Study
of the High School Class of 1972), These SLit=.
.

veys are costly, however, anZ1 relatively few in
- number Furthermore:the long-term data are

many years in developing. Asa result, studies
of the long -range influence of vocational edu-
cati.On are rare:-

'The emphasis on the evaluation Of voca-
tional programs has led to considerable analy:
sis of the effects.' Because of the difficulties of
studyir$g long-term effects; most studies have -

focused on those that take'place in the first
months or years after graduation. Although
th-e findings of these studies are valuable; they.
do not necessarily describe the long-term
eXperiences of vocational students and probe-

,tbly cannot be extendedbeyond the time. .

eriad surveyed.

'

-.studies otithiong-term
influence Of vocatiotial education
are rare; -

Inc aced understanding of the short-term
effects of*ocational education :in particular
those that surround the labor market
experiencehas led to an increased need fbr
infor,mation on the long-term outcomes: There
is a growing body of evidence that vocational
programs exert an immediate positive influ-
ence in this regard; that these programs aid
the transition froin high school to work and
confer certain labor market advantages in the
first few years after high school (Mertens et al:
1980). Various findings suggest that these
advarttages may-include higher. initial earn-
ingsi-greatetjob satisfaction. and readier
employment.

These analyses have not. ho.wever,
resolved the issue of the labOr market out-
comas of vocational education. Instead, posi-
tive findings of the short-termeffects of this
curriculum have led critics to-speculate on its
long-term effects. Some have contented that
whereas the vocational curriculum may.indeed
lead to popitive-hort-term outcomes, it limits
long-term opportunities and often "tracks"
young people into lowtstatus, low-paying jobs

!See for example, Campbell: et al 1981: Campbell. 0rth. and Seitz 1981: Grasso and Shea 1979. Gustman and Steinmeier
1981. Mertens. et al 1980:Veyer 1981a. 1981b: National Institute of Education 1981: Nolfr Fuller: COraZZini. Epstein
freeman. Manski.Nelson and Wise 1978: Rumberger and Daymont 1982

1



that offer no possibilities for advancement. A
Comprehensive review of the available litera-
tdre on the effects of vocational education
(Mertens et al. 1980) also found studies sug-
gesting that vocational graduates earn more
than their nonvocational peers immediately
after pigh school;_bUt that the earningsadvan-
tage disappears after a few years.

There is a growing body of
evidence that vocational
programs . . confer certain labor
market advantages in the first few
years after high school.

Those studies that have considered longer
periods of time have arrived at different con.
elusions. In one of the few analyses of long-
term earnings, Fredland and Little (1981) con-
chided that midcareer white men who had
received vocational training either in the mili-
tary or in civilian life, and who used it on their
Jobs. earned more than comparable workers
with novocational training. Findings such as
these strongly saggeStthatthe. tong-term
effects of vocational oducatiOnMight differ in
some important aspects from Shott-tei'M

case,effects. This being the ase, the results of.
studies of short -term outcomes cannot rea-
sonably be expected to establish the validity of
claims regarding long-term outcomes.

The need for.additional analysis of this
issue led the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education to Lindertake, withspOn-
sorship by the Office of Vocational and Adult
Education. U.S. Department ofEducation. a
study of the long-term effects of vocational
programs. The results of this study were first
presented in Vocational Education and the
YoUnger Adult Worker (Mertens and Gardner
1981) which_Oontakis a detailed analysis of the
data. A'Sumrnary of the study, has also
appeared in the Journal of Vocational Educa-

, tibn Research (Mertens and Gardner 1983).

The purpose of thit report is to,make the find-
ings of that research available to a broader .
readership. The analysis is based on a national
cross-secticinal survey, desCribed below, a,hd
is designed to consider the long- range impact
of vocatiohaleducation on graduates who
were in,thalabor.fd at the time of thee
survey.

Young Adult Workers:
The Study and the Database

In early stages of investigation, the study
team found that the analysis could not be.
carried out -with existing data. Statistical
resources for research in this field had been
reviewed by Darcy,,Orth, and Whitmore
(19B1), who identified twenty-six databases of
pOtential relevance to studies of vocational
education..Of thesedatabasei. several con-
tained information on the work histories and
education of those surveyed, but even those
databaseS:with_the largest quantity of relevant
infor.matiori_didnot.containthe data needed
for a careful study of long:term effects.

.
_For instance, long-range labor market his-

tori'esere available in the 1966 -78 National
Longitudinal Surveys of Laboyclarket Expe-
rience for Young.,Men and Young Women, but
those surveys did not collect data on high
school vocational program areas.'Since effectS
may differ widely with program areas, theSe
data seemed necessary to the study. A broad
range of information was contained in the
National, Longitudinal Surveys otLabor Market
ErerienceNew Youth Cohort (Borus.
Crowley. and Rumberger 1980), but this sur-
vey fOcused on youth between foUrteen and
twenty-one years of age. The cohort was sti46,
too young for the data to reflect long-term
experience. A third relevanndatabase. the
Natianal Longitudinal Study of the High
School Crass of 1972 (Taylor. Stafford; and
Place 1981). similarly contained'useful mate-
rial. but extended at this poit only seven
years beyond the respondents' high school
graduation.

1.9
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. . . little' informatiOn on long-terni
earnings hai been available, and the
earnings-of vocational graduates are
the subject of cbnsiderable debate.

For thesereasons, the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education commis-
sioned a new survey, designed to gather
information on the long-mange impact of voca-
tional education. To develop a data set at a
reasonable cost, the National Center con-
tracted with the Gallup Organization to con-
duct a survey through telephone interviews in
the firstthree months of 191V1. (The methodol,
ogy of the survey is described in the appen-
dix.) This national cross-sectional survey
collected information on 1,539 young adults
between the ages of twenty and thirty-four
who were in the labor force at the time they
wke surveyed. The survey was constructed so
that one-half the sample had taken vocational
education in high school and one-half had not.

This report gives the findings of the study
regarding four kinds of long-term outcomes of
vocational education: earnin_gs, employment,
education, and aspirations. The primary
emphasis is on the long -term relationShips
between vocational education and thelabor -

market experience since little information on
long-term earnings has been available, and the
earnings of vocational graduates are the sub-_
ject of conSiderable.debate The discussion of
postsecondary education deals with the spe-
cific kinds of education and training under-
taken after graduation. Finally, the findings on
aspirations deal with both the educational and
the occupational goals of the young adult
workers surveyed. For each of these areas,
long-term effects for minorities, women, and
the disadvantaged are separately analyzed;
and differences between the utcomes for
these groupsand those of th sample as a
whole are discussed.

Problems in the Study of Long-Term Effects

The study of vocational education Out-,
comes, particularly long-term outcomes.
involv'es several problems. For the most part,

,the difficulties derive from the nature of the
data nereded. Ideally, the data would, have been
.gathered overthe period of time under study,
in this case, fifteen years. The information

.

would be verified:by documerdation where
_appropriate, and the sample would be large
enough to represent fully all the subgroups
treated in the study. Such a database did not
exist when this study began, nor could it be
created retroactively. The difficulties,then;
surrounded the question of arriving ate repre-
sentative sample and gathering accurate data,
within the lirnits of funding.

Additionally: any study of effects must be
constructed to deal with questions specific to
this kind of research. Those methodological
issues that are very technical in nature are dis-
cussed in the appendix. The following brief
discussion considers several problems
encountered in designing this study of long-
term effects.

The Accuracy of Retrospective Data

FactS recalled years later arelikely to be
remembered inaccurately. Documentaryevi-
.dence in the form of records kept byschlitols
,:or employers is much more reliable. However,
no survey had gathered the information
needed when it was fresh,andtheprObable
expense of documenting this database to
increase accuracy was prohibitive. This study
is therefore based on retrospective data,.:11-1
view of theinheient inaccuracies irsahis kind
6f information: methods of statistical analysis
Were chosen that temper the unreliability 01
retrospective data.

elf-repl)rt of Curriculum

Potential errors of memory. assume more
Weight when theY.cOncerrrourriculym, since :

13



graduates of vocational programs must be dis-
tinguished from graduates of academic and
general programs. However, when survey
respondents give this information, there is
likely to be a degree of error; for example:
graduates often misunderstand or mis-state
the curricula in, which they participated: a
problem -that has been discussed in several
previout studies (Grasso and Shea 1979;
Meyer 1' 81a).'Adetailed study of this issue by
colleagues at the National Center showed
substantial differences between what
respondents reported and what their tran-
scripts showed (Campbell. Orth, and Seitz
1981)

Verification of reported curricula is clearly
desirable but seldom possible, since transcript
collection is very time-consuming and.expen-
sive. This study. like most. relies upon_ the data
given by respondents about_their curricula and
specialties. In this respect, the database is not
ideal. but it is comparable to other national
databases.

The Meaning of Curriculum Choice

The ideal sample.for the study of-voca-
tional education would be one in which stu-
dents were randomly assigned to their high
school curricula. so that no prior influences
would affect the outcomes: This: of course; is
neither possible nor desirable from a practical
point of view. Studies of this kind must:there-
fore attempt to take into account some of the
factors th t seem to influence both curriculum
choice a d-later outcomes. This study exam-
ines a range of significant factors. Among the
variables included in the analysis are race..]
gender. and the socioeconomic status (SES)
of the graduate' family.

'One factgr not included is,'ability," an_
unmeasured, and perhaps unrneasurable. fad-
tor ,Although many studies of ability have
been undertaken. there is as yet no equation
for this purpose that does not have a specifica-
tion error (Chamberlain and Griliches 1975;
Griliches 1977; Judge, Griffiths, Hill, and Lee
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1980; Willis and Rosen 1979). What effectthe
omission of this factor has on the overall find-
ings is impossible to determine. This is, how-
ever, a problem common to every attempt to
estimate the effects of secondary vocational
education:

Grouping of Vocational Programs

Since there is great variety in vocational
programs, it is desirable for the sake of sim-.

;: plicify-49 group programs into areas, if that
can be done with no distortion.of results.

-There are numerous ways to do this. A prelint-
inary analysis of the survey data suggested the
use of four categories: (1) business/office/
commercial (identified by the heading busi-
ness/office in the tables and text),. (2) distribu-
tive education, (3) trade and industry (trade/
Industry), and (4) "other" which encompassed_
agriculture, health, and home economics. (The
uSe of this composire category was suggested
by the fact that effects were not, significantly
different for graduates in each of these
specialties.)

The survey contains data on only a few
graduates who had specialized in distributive
education, too small a sample to give reliable
estimates on effects for that group. However,
initial analysis suggested that effects for these
respondents might be very different from
those of other graduates: This category was
therefore kept separate so that results in the

.
other program'areas would not be biased.

"Controlling for Levels of Education

It is common knowledge that educational
attainment is closely related to such outcomes
as employment, earnings, and occupational
prestige. If a study does not_take the influence
of this factor into account, the findings will not
represent the outcomes of a.curr,ic_alum accu-
rately. ThiS study uSeS'twomethods pf control -.
ling for the influence of the educational level



The first method, which follows the exam-,
ples of several other researchers: restricts the
analysis to respondents who graduated from
high school and had: no further education.
This grOup of people who have the same level
of education is referred to in the text as the
"restricted subsample.

Additionally, the analysis uses equations
that reflect, postseCondary education and train-
ing. Estimates are made of the effects of com-
pletion of eight kinds of educational programs
at several levels: the varyin'g effebts of these
programs are discussed fully in chapter 3. The
primary advantage of this.statistical method of
controlling for educational attainment is that it
can'be used with the full sample, thus taking
into account a greater body of information.
The use of these two methods should control
for the effects of educational attainment so
that the findings 'reflect the influence of
secondary vocational programs:

Organization of This Report

This report reflects the fact that the long-
term effects of vocational education take place

a context of other influences. Some of
thesesuch as the effects on the individual of
the local labor marketcould not be included
in this analysis, but undoubtedly affect the
outcomes of vocational education. Chapter 2
describes the broad context within which
long-term effects are formed. The intent is not .

Only to facilitate understanding of the findings
given here, butalso to point out probable'
influences on these long-term outcomes that
could not be measured by this study. The
chapter concludes with an explanation of
long-term earnings profiles, or life-cycle earn-
ings piogressions, by means of which the
earnings outcomes of vocational education are
described

. . . the long-term effects of
vocational education take place in a
context of other influences.

The results of this analysis of the long-,
term effects of vocational education are pre-
sented in chapter 3. The findings are grouped ,

into four categories: earnings, emplbyment.
education, and aspirations. For those who are/
interested in a detailed description Qf the sam-
ple and the study, the data collection. and
methods of analysis are presented more fully
in the appendix.

'See Gfie,.!;o and Shea (1979). Meyer (1981h). and Gustman and Stemrneler (1981)
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CH4F3TER 2

CONTEXT

The vocational curriculum js one of many
forces that influence the participant's expe-
rience. Individual and contextual attributes,
labor market dynamics; and personakchoice
are some of the major influence that modify
the long-range effects of vocati&al education.
The action of these other influences can alter
the outcomes of vocatidWeducation; some-
times significantly. Any consideration of the
effects of the vocation& curriculum should
therefore take into account the other factors
that also affect the long-term experience of
former vocational students.

The action of . . . other
influences can alter the outcomes'of
vocational education, sometimes
significantly.

Given this complex interplay, of factors,
measuring the long-term effects of vocational
education is difficult. Nevertheless, such
effects do exist and can be studied through
comparison,of former vocational students with
their nonvocalional counterparts. This chapter
surveys)the broad context within whith the
labor market effelts of vocational educatiOn
take place, with empllasis on the actions of the
labor market, and thefactors flOat influence
individual decisions. Since this study con-
siders long-term earnings in terms of life-cycle
earnings progression, the chapter also
includes an explanation of thismethod of
analyzing earnings.

7

The Labor Market

The labor market experience is influenced
by the concerns and skills of prospective
employees"; the needs of employers; and the -
ability of the two to come into contact with
one another Economic theories of the labor
market explain these'concerns in various
ways. In its consid ration of labor market out-
comes, this study u es an eclectic YramewOrk
that takes into account4four major economic
theories. The marginal productivity theory of
labordeman4d, a utility theory of labor supply..
the search theory.of labor market dynamics.
and the theory of institutional constraints are
briefly described in this chapter. Each of these
puts forth concepts that are useful in evaluat-
ing the labor market effects of vocational
education.

Labor Demand

Figure 1 shows thbse factors that,
according to theories onabor demand, affect

T labor market outcomes: The marginal produc-
tivity theory of labor demand holds that firms
decide how much of each kind of labor to
employ by comparing their net real marginal
productivities:

Marginal productivity is affected in
numerous ways by education. Vocational pro-
grams are designed to teach a number of skills
that enhance productivity, including job-
specific skills, basic communication skills, and
safe work habits. Vocational education may
further influence productivity by increasing
the student's capacity to learn a job, a skill that
should reduce the cost of on-the-job training.



Employers'
Concerns

Productivity

Job skills

Job-spint*

F irm-specific-i-

BaSic

Learning capaCity*
(trainability)

Communication/
cooperation skills*

Leadership

Creativity/initiative

Work, habits

Self-disciplibe*

Punctuality*

Reliability*

Effort*

Safety consciousness*

Unit Lab& Cost

Pay/Benefits

Training Cost

® Basic*

Job-specific*

Firm-specific*

Figure 1.

SOURCE: Mertens and Qardner 1981.
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Labor Market
.` Outcomes

Opportunity

gearch-Application
Process

Assessment of own abilities*

Finding openings*

Application*

_Passing initial screens*

Interview*

Workers'
Concerns,

Job Chericte:riSti6
and Labor Market Outcomes,

Pay

Benefits

"SecUrit

Prestige

Hours

Camaraderie

Working conditidns

Location

Physical demands

Health irnpact

Challenge

Intel:est*

RelatedneSS to
- training*

Opportunity for
advancement

Congruence with
other goals

*Potentially influenced by vocational education.

+Capable of improvement with time spent on- the -job.

Direct influences on labor market outcomes
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If tie vocational curriculum does impart
skills such as these more effectively than the
general curriculum, then graduates of voca-
tional programs should have higher net
productivity on the job, making tm more;
desirable candidates for employment and their
employment prospects moreplentiful. The
vocational curriculum. should. serve as a signal
to employers, and make vocational graduates
more in demand. This dmand should con-
tinue pS long as employers' expedtations are
met. "

The signalling function is as important to-
employers as it is to job seekers. One of the
major problemsmost employers face is deter -
mining the job applicant's proficiency. ssess-

g productivity can be costly in terms f time,
nd hiring on the basis pf'apparent po ntial is

always accompanied by some degre of
/ This is why the signalling fun Lion of an

educational program is valuable to e loyers;
it enables employers to hire more readi
with more confidence; and to set wages ppro-
priately; paying new employees rtiore wh

'they believe them to be better risks. If that g-
nailing function is operating for vocational
education graduates, it is obviously ps valu-
able to them as it is to employers.

The evaluation cff productivity continues
I as employees acquire tenure withithe firm.

Theories of labor demand point out that earn
ings can rise with tenure for one of two lea-
sons.:FIrst, the employee's work itself can now
be assessed: ideally, productivity is growing as
the employee learns firm-specific and job-
specific skills. Second, potential becomes
more visible; the employer may raise wages
because it seems likely Iti'at the worker will be
productive at a future time. But whether the .

employer is rewarding present or anticipated
productivity; the fundamental concern is still
productivity:

Labor Supply

Labor market decisions are not made
entrely by employers. Prospective employe s
also make decisions, directing their own job

searches and deciding whether or not to seek
or accept secific jobs.,Undoubtedly, the
choices j seekers make influence their own
labor market outcomes to a significant degree.
These ofloices are guided by individual criz
teria, which for most involve such job charac-
teristics as pay, flours, and opportunities for
advancement. (A more comprehensive list is
given in figure 1).

Labor supply can be affected by voea-
tional education in svveral ways. The
vocational 13ogramfriay affect supply by
influencing graduates to Prefer jobs with par-
ticular characteristics. It can be biased toward
teabhing certain skills that are appropriate to
particular occupations: if so, graduates are
more likely to seek work in those occupations.
It can encourage a student's existing interests
in particular kinds of work; or introduce po4L
bilities and influence new interests: In these
and other ways; the curriculum itself can affect
supply.

Labor market decision are not
made entirely by employers

"Prospective employees also make
decisions.

Vocational education might also affect the
supply of labor through thesignalling function
discussed previously. If employers do select
vocational graduates in preference to gradu-
ates of general curricula, more students might
enter vocational programs as a result. This
would soon increase the supply of vocationally,
educated labor. Numerous effet might result
fjom such an increase; foremost is the reduc-
tion of any favorable earnings diffe5ential
between vocational raduates and generally
educated labor. Wit an oversupply of job
candidates; the typi al job search would proba-
bly lengthen for vocational graduates, result-
ing in a rise in their unemployment rates. This
possibility has been described by Gustman
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and,Steinmeier (1980); who also note that
such a phenomenon depends on the availabil-
ity of facilities and instructors and the asee
entry into vocational programs.

Labor Market Dynamics

The vocational curriVulum can also affect
*. the labor market indirectly by influencing the ,

individual in meaningful ways, fbr instance, in. -

'conducting a lob search. Vocational prograrns
can give students help in assessing their abili- '

I

ties,.impart information on how to compose
.

resumes, teach interviewing techniques,.,and
so on These and other techniques.are taught
in vocational prggrams becauSe f the'evi- .-dence that they do make tpe 1 search more
efficient, and thus enable the graduate to find
a job more quickiN and at better pay. Insofar
as this job search trainin is effectiVe, voca-.
ilonal ethication is affe ing:two important'
labor market:outcomes, earnings and emplby,;
merit. If enough students gre trained in job
search techniques and iJse trieSe'tigchniques
successfully; then vocational education might
significantly influence the labor market:

:Labor market dynamics are not confined
to hose that surround the job seaFch but
01erate throughout the worker's career. One
outcome influenc.e&by these dynamics is !

advancement which normally occurs as the
employee acquires or improves skills, and in

.general demonstrates competence on the job..
tf Anis cbmpetence is not rewarded.-most . '

- employees look for a firm that will compensate
them adequately. This compensation does not
always take the form of higher earnings;_ better
workinghours, more prestige, safer working
conditions, and more desirable duties are
among the nonmonetary benefitS'eriiplOY-es

. may seek: WhateVer the compensation,
improved earnings capacity is usually g
reflected in pay or in mote satisfactory work-
ing conditions.

. compensatiog does not always
'take the form of higher earnings

Institutional Constraints

The theories just discussed rest on the
assumption that emp yees are paid according
to their individual pro ctivity,eas reflected in
a competitive market. B institutional con-
straints also affect this process. These con-
straints can include internal labor markets in
firms that offer'einployment opportunities first
to existing staff, or limited ports of entry,
found in firms which demand that those hired
have certification of a particular type. The
competition, for wages can also be strictly
limited by highly bureaucratic hiring and
wage-etting processes. In addition, govern-

:
merit regulations, such as minimum wage
laws,.may inhibit the,payment of wages that
correspond to productivity..*

In general; these limits'are less restrictive
than they might seem' al.first. Employers who
are unable to adjust wages,according to pro:
ductivity often find ways to adjust other
aspects of the employment situation to corn-
pensate valued workers. Although more pro-
ductive workers do not necessarily have
higher earnings, thejr productivity generally
resUltS:in positive labor market outcomes of
some kind.

One possible outcome, When1wages can-
.

, not beiaised because of institutional con -
straints, is greateremployrnent.An employer
who pays all employees minimum wage will
atternpt to distinguish arnong.applicantkand
hire those Who promise to be most productive.
If the anticipated procructivity_bf vocational
graduates is high; they will be hired more,'

'Forsiwther ipscussion of these constraints. see Dcieringer ajid riore (1971). Okug (1981), lliurow (1975) and Williamson
Wacnier41/-.01Airli8 (1975)

,n;
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quickly than, others and_will spe,nd.fess time
unemployed. If the employer pays only mini-
mum wage, their earnings ca9.be no higher,

.; but theft superior productivity on the:jots may
bereftected i other outcomes, such as more
frequent prom tons.

In these and other ways, institutional con-
straints affect labtirmarket Outcomes. This is

important consideration in the evaluation of
the outcomes of. vocational education. Al-
though earnings are a significant outcome that
must be examined. institutional constraints
can shift the reward for increased productivity'
from higher earnings to -other kinds of com-
pensation. These other Outcomes should be
-fairly represented in any examination of the
effects of vocation I education.

Influences on the Labor Force Decision
..

Most surveys fail to nck.ide al of the ele-
ments that influence laborrkirst outcomes.
The survey done for this stud , typical in this
regard, does not measures

I
eral potentially .

meaningful factors, Ind mg job skills and
knowledge ofinterview techniques. In.order to-
examine these theoretical outcomes, it is
therefore necessary.to translate them into

.4 ..counterparts for ic data are available. Fig-
ure 2 and exhibit 1.attempt to do this. Figure 2
outlines a framework that rti broad cate-
gories of influence to tabor narket oUtcomes.

- Exhibit 1 lists specific elementsWithin ecch
category.

Choices

The center of the diagrant,,in figure 2 is the
decision point ifidividuals lace as they leave
high school. The major choices, indicpted by
arrows from the decision point, are entr into
the labor force, or staying out of the labor
force in order to pursue postsecondary educa-
tion or concentrate on family responsibilities.
These possibilities.remain open; new deci-
sions may be made later and steps retraced.
The arrows to the decisiorrpoint indicate
influences on the decision. Overall, the dia-
gram is intended to illustrate the broad context

N

i

within which individuals make decisions that
ultintately influence labor market outcomes.

The options available to individuals are
not mutually exclusive. People may decide to
pursue Oaths singly or in combinations. If they
pursue more than one path at a time.working
and 6oing to School, forexampleztheymust
decide how much emphasis to-give each one.
Moreover, there are numerous options within
each category. Postsecondary education is a
good example of this variety orenoice. Exhibit
1 lists several traditional kinds of postsecond-
day education,' such as business, trade, Or,
technical programs in private schools, public
community colleges; or technical institutes.
This study also included a range of other
options that might be considered postsecond-
ary education or training:

Government-sponsored training in pro-
-.grams such as JTPA and WIN

Military training in specialties related to
civilian jobs

Training experiences associated with
particular jobs, such as apprenticesh
or employer-sponsored (not OJT)
training ..

Influences on Choices

No one knows the extent to which individ-
ual choice is affected by external factors, but.it
seems highly probable that the decision-
making process is influenced in numerous
ways by baill individual and contextual attri-
butes: These factors influence the choice of
high school curriciilum. a choice that affects
labor market outcomes in, impor nt ways:

Individual and contextual !tributes, Abil-
ity; age; race; andgender,are among the :

measurable individual attributes that Influence
decisions and hence labor market outcomes.
The context within which thkiridividual oper-
ates includes other influential_factors_such as
community SES and region of the cotintry.-
Theseattributes influence the post-.high
school decision, as well, as labor market deci-
sions Parer in life.
/ ''".4.
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Centextual
Attributes

High School
Curriculum

Decision
Point

Individual
Attributes

Out of the
Labor Force

Postsecondary
Education

Labor Market
Conditions

Figure 2; Factors influencing labor market outcomes
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EXHIBIT 1

FACTORS AFFTTINa LABOR MARKET OUTCOMES

Contextual Attributes

. Region .

Environment
a Community SES

IndividuelAttributes
.

Ability
Motivation.
Gender
Race
Farrily SES
Physical liMitations
Marital status
Age

High School Experience

Basic skills
Curriculum satisfaction (would repeat curriculurii)
Vocational program area
Jobs hlld
Job skills

/ Job-seeking skills
Employability skills
Placement assistance
Intensity of study
Certificate

Postsecondary Education

Type
Business. trade: technical program: private school
Business: trade..technical program: public community college or technical institute
Four-year college
Graduate school
Government training program

t

t

Military training
Apprenticeship -s

Employer-sponsored training
Participation
Length of participation
Completion
Certification
Use on job

13



Labor Market Conditions

Industry mix'
Labor demand
Region
Orbanirural location

Participation n t e Labcir Force

EXHIBIT 1 Continued-

Employment History
Kiiid of work experience

. [slumber of.jobs
Months on longest jo'b'
Recent unemployment

Current Employment
Industry .

Occupation
Unionization
Pay

Hours worke per week
Weeks worke per year
Relatedness o training
Tenure_-,
Job status
Job satisfaction

Time Out of the Labor Force

Family
Military
Postsecondary edHcation

r
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H_ igh sch I curriculum. The choice of
high school rriculum itself is probably influ-

.enced by ividual and contextual attributes:
this, deci on -turn affects labor market out-
comes. he infl _ces of curriculum are too .

subtle to -d with reference only to
whether the rricu um it academic, general.
or vocational. tonally, not alfstudents
report their high school curricula accurately.
Recognizing this, the suivey gathered informa-
tion on specific aspects of the high school ,
experience. These included; use of acquired
skillson the job, the availability'of placement
assistance in the respondent's high_ school, the
intensity with which yocational skills were
studied. and the respondent's satisfaction, in
retrospect, with the choiCe of curriculum.
These rata enable a more exact study of the
relationship of curriculum to labor market out-
comes. Fdture studies on the effects of vOca-
tional education should use a.morEsprecise -
system of classifying participants, such as that
offered by Campbell and others in Patterns of
Particiation in Secondary Vocational
:tion (198)). .

Aspects of Employment

Labor market decisions are also influ-
enced by the Iskcal labdr market. Such factbrs
as industry- ix, employrnes, tegion;.and
the gxte of Urbanizatton in the 'ndividuars
area all- irtitchoices and aiiett decisions.
They'also influence outcomes; an otivious
ekample is the effeCt of the local labor market -
on unemployment.

7

Once people enter-the tabor markeVne
jobs they hold affect their labor Market out-
comes. often-tot significant degree. A union-
ized job in nilnufacturing is more likely to.be
an operativb than a professional position, a
fact that affects the relative prestige of the job.
Unionization is also likely to affect earnings,_
possiNy to,a greater extent than does high
school curriculum: The nature of the industry
in whichlan individual is employed also has.a
distinct effect on earnings.

I
-
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Other aspects of employment significantly
influence earnings.' Tenure on a job is closely
related to pay, and often to prestige as well.
Tenure. irr turn. reflects the length of time the
employee has been in the labor market. Labor
market outcomes. job characteristics. and
individual work history are interdependent
fOrces. This broad interrelatedness has impor-
tant implicatkions' for estimates Of the effects of
vocational educationor any curriculurnon
labor market outcomes. -

. Life-Cycle Earnings Progressions

4.-
Labor market outcomes are nbt-stattc. As

high school training becomes progressively' 1

tesSyelevant to pridtietivity on.the_jobqnd
experience becomes more relevant. earnings
change. Accordiny, differences between the
earnings of graduates kom differing curricula
may also change: f,

Gustmannd Steinmeier (19p1) discuss
the path thig progression might take if voca-
tional education directly replaces early on-the-
.job training. Fortner vocational students would
have an initial earn_ings advantage over
gineral curriculiimstudents. However. there
are.usually limits to the proficiency aworker
can attain'in a job.'and gradually other
workers should become as prodifctive as those
whO had vocational training.. If this is the case.
the early earnitiga differential shbulcl narrow
until, finallytt di-sappeart. Figure 3(a) depicts
this progression.

1

Labor market outcomes are not
_static. P. . . experleace becomes
More relevant, earnings change.

-

A different earnings progression will ocCor
if the primary advantage;that vocational .

students,take into the ,workplace is.not the
equivalent of early on-the-job training, but the

)
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(a}, (b) (c)

Hourly.
Earnings

Vocational

Hourly
Earnings

Vocational_

General General

High School
Graduation

Time High School
Graduation

Time

Hourly
Earnings-

High School
Graduation

Time

Hourly
Earnings (d)

Four-year
College

Technica
Institute

to High School

CI Indicates "normal" time
of first regular full-time job.

Two-year Four-year
Postsecondary Postsecondary

Figure 3. Life-cycle earnings progressions

OURCE: Mertens and Gardner (1981, O. 27).
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ability to learnthe job more quickly. In this
case, the initial earnings .:dvarttage Could be
expected to be small, but to remain constant
or grow with time: this possibility is depicted
in figure 3(b). (It might be, however. that there
is a limited amount to be learned in a gin
job: in that case, the ability to learn would
become progressively less important; and any
advantage in productivity and earnings would
eventually disappear.)

Meyer (1981 b) suggests another earnings
progression. based on the obserVation that
Vocational students systematically find
employment in jobs that are different in type
and therefore in their earnings profiles from
the jobs general stKlents findo,-Vocational stu-
dents. he suggests; tend to take jobs with high
initial earnings that increase at a relatively -

slow rate over time. General students earn less
initially, but the earnings profiles of their jobs
are steeper. This progression; shown in figure,
3(c). is one in which former vocational stu=
dents begin with an advantage andeventually
end up with a disadvantage in.earnings.

Comparisons of the earnings progressions
of vocational and nonvocational students are
valid to the degree that other variables are
controlled, so that the groups being-compared
are as nearly equal as possible in other
respects. An important variable to consider in
analyzing earnings cycles is the level of educa-
tional attainment. Figure 3(d) emphasizes the
fact that individuals have varying levels of
education when they take their first full -time
jobs and that postsecondary attainment does
affect initial earnings. One approdch to this
problem is ta_compare survey i'esp.ondents
with equal amounts of education; as Grasso
and Shea (1979). among others; have done:
This study used that Method; creating a
":restricted" subsample of.,graduates with no
further schooling.

This method alone does not however,
provide the best test of the effects of voca-
tional education on labor market outcomes.
Curriculum choice itself is related to post-
Secondary attainment. which in turn affects
labor market outcomes. As figure 3(d) shows,

graduates-okticational programs are more
likely than graduates of a general curriculum
to go on to postsecondary schooling;andttliS
is significant in te'rrter.,pf lifetime earnings.,This
being the case, it is necessary to control tor

, differing levels of attainment among gradu4t.e. :
Of diffeLopt curricula in &der to study the::
effects of the curricula themselves., - .'

The study therefore adtfed_a second`
method of controlling for the-effects of educa;-.
tional attainment. Completion of postsecond-
ary programs was noted for each respondent
in equations that refldcted the additive impact
of this educatiOn in terms of labor maitket out-,
cotries. Whereas the restricted subsample was
only a portion of the group surveyed. 'these
equations could be used on the entire sample.
Asa result of this combination of methods. the
life-cycle earnings progressions discussectm

:the next chapter take into account the influ-
ence of postsecondry schooling on earnings.,

17
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CHAPTER 3

FINDINGS

Since this study gathered information mt.
young adults'who were in the labor force at
the time of the survey, the conclusions apply
only to those individuals who are either work=
ing or actively looking for work. The analysis
focUses on four*inds of outcomes: earnings,
employment; education, and aspirations.
These outcomes seem to encompass the most
significant aspectsof vocational graduates'
long-term experiences. The results of the.
study and the implications of these results are
presented next.

Earnings'

E minds as a standard for the evaluation
of vocational educa4ion have probably been
examined more closely in the past than any°
other effect of the curriculum.' Until this study,
however, nearly all analises have foCused on .

Short-term earnings, with some critics con-
tending that short-term benefits disappear -

after a few years. The results of this analysis of
earnings for vocationalgeneral, and academic
curriculum graduates' refute that allegation.
Although -there are exceptions, vocational 1.

.graduates-overall enjoy a long-term earnings
advantage over graduates of a general
'curriculum.

Long-Term Earnings Differentials

The ing-term effects of vocational edu-
.catidn on ea pings were studied through
estimations.of earnings-differentials. These dif-
ferentials represent the difference between the
earnings of graduates of one curriculum and
the earnings okgraduates of anOther: gLon- .

term earnings differentials-are estimated by
beginning with the difference in earnings
between the.two groups at the point of entry
into,Jhe labor force and calculating changes in
that earnings differential over time.

vocational graduates overall
'"."enjoy a Fong-term earnings

advantage over gradual s_of general
curricula.

PO that the samples would be as com-
parable as possible, they were controlled for
postsecondary.educational attainment and
personal background. In the resulting esti-
mates, postsecondary education and training
are clearly associated with higher earnings;
the extent of the effect varies with the type of
educational program. The estimates for
secondary curricula show some interesting
profiles; however, the estimates of variations in
earnings cycles Between the high school,cur-
ricula are not-precise; These data cannot be

Yinterpreted as showing definitive differences in
theti fects of vari- ous high school curricula; a
finding which necessarily suggests the possi-
bility that the differences between the high
school curricula do not lead to differences in
weekly earnings. ;
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The familiar earnings profile for men, in
which earnings increase with labor market
experience, is corroborated by the data on



men with no postsecondary education: For
male graduates of a general curriculum; earn-
ings per week increase about $7-$12 per week
with each year of experience. For graduates of
an academic curriculum; the rate of increase is
about 50 percent higher. For graduates of a
vocational curriculu', it is lower. This means
thatinitiardifterences in earnings change over
time; the favorable differential increases for
graduates of an acadernic_curriculum and
decreases for graduates of a vocational
curriculum.

Predictably, the vocational graduate's area
of specialization affects this life-cycle earnings
progression. Men from vocational trade/indus-
try programs earn more than otherwise sirnilar
men from a general curriculum. Thisdifferen-
tialnarrows until, between the seventh and
tenth years;it is reversed, and the earnings of
graduates of trade /industry programs_are less
than those of general curricula raduates. A
similar pattern appears for merrirk the compos-
ite vocational group, which encompasses the
fields of agriculture; home economics; and
health: Working in a nontraditional field affects
the earnings progression for men rather dras-
tically: Because wages are relatively low in
business/Office occupations, those with spe-
cialties in this field start out with an earnings
disadvantage that increases slightly as more
labor market experience is, acquired.

For wornen, earnings-rise with time much
more slowly than for men. This should be "

viewed in light of the fact that the survey ques-
tionnaire did not_ distinguish_between time
spent out of the labor force for _education or
training and time spent out of -the labor force
for other reasons: More men than women__
pursue further training during periods- Of time
when they are out of the labor force. Women

-,are also more likely to be out of the labor force
in orderlo work ik the home. When those
women return tollite labor force,.their earnings ,

capacity is seldom enhanced as it might have . .

been if the intervening time had been spent in
school or in employment outside the home.
For this reason; their'earmings rise less rapidly
than thoseof men:
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Women from both vocational and aca-
demic curricula start out at an earnings
disadvantage in comparison to women who
graduate from a general curriculum, with one
exception: women who have exactly twelve
years of education and who are graduates of
business/office programs start out with an .

earnings advantage of about $15 a week. This
advantage narrows slightlY, however; with
increased experience. For other women, the
earnings progression is different; the initial
disadvantage usually reverses direction after a
little experience.is acquired:

As discussed; the measurements of dif-
ferences among curriculum groups are not
precise enough for the differences to be statis-
tically significant at standard levels; they are;
however, significanin practical term Over
time, even a modest earnings differehlial can
amount to a meaningful difference in income.
By way of illustration, this study calculated the
present discounted values of thes.;.estimated
differences in earnings, using earnings profiles
that begin at graduation from high school and
extend over fifteen years, about the length of
time that is represented in the sample. The
resulting figures represent respondents who
did not complete training or educational pro-
grams after high school graduatiT

For male graduates of a vocational trade/
industry.Cutriculum, the present value of earn-.
ings over.a fifteen-year period, is estimated
be at least $3;300 more than that Ot general
curriculum 'graduates.. For those in the compos-
ite vocational groUp, the long -term advantage
is small, only $200. Male graduates with busi-
ness/Office speCialties begin with an earnings
disadvantage and show substantially lower
Iong-term earnings as well; according to theta .

estimates, they earn about $3,700 less over a
fifteen-year period than general curriculum
graduates.

.

Althpughthepredicted earnings Of male
academic gradoates are a great deal higher.
than these of male graduates of a general cur-
riculum, the earnings of female academic
graduates are lower than those of their general
curriculum counterparts. In contrast, for

2&
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women with high school diplomas only, those
in all vocational specialties are estimated to
have an earnings advantag-e over those in aca-
demic and general curricula of about $7,000
over a period of fifteen years.

Over time, even a
canearnings differential can amount to a

meaningful difference in income.

These estimates are relevant to the
ongoing debate over the costs of providing
vocational courses in high school, which are
estimated to be higher than the costs of rhe
other curricula. For graddeltes of vocational
programs, with the sole exc'ption of men in
the business/office field, the ciigts\of voca-
tional programs appear to be justified. The
earnings advantages, as estimated here, would
more than offset the costs of providing voca-

; tiOnal courses, even,if improbably high esti-
. Mates aie used.

The Effect of. Postsecondary Education on
Earnings

,

The effedtsjof four types of postsecondary
vocational eduCation and trainfrig.programa.-\
were examined here:

Public community colleges or technical
institutes

Private two-year colleges or business or
technical schools

'Apprenticeship programs
,

Employer- sponsored formal training .
programs

The reasons fc4 these two effects are as yet
not clear. Otherwise, those who participate in
these kinds of postsecondary programs earn
substantially more over time than do high
school general curriculum graduates.

The difference in earnings is often sizable,
ranging in many cases from $00 to $3,000 per
year. The greatest gains are shown among
men who completed apprenticeship or propri-
etary school programs and women who took
part in employer-sponsored training. This find-
ing is of great interest, but should not at thiS
point be viewed as definitive. Extremely high
percentages of women said they had received
employer-sponsored training, and unexpect-,
edly high percentages of men said they had
completed apprenticeship programs: It may be
that respondents' interpretations ranged
beyond the commonly accepted definitions of
these terms:.Further research- would clarify
this issu

The data also suggest_that. for both men
and women;. completion of postsecondary .

proprietary.school programs leads to higher
weekly earnings than completion of programs
at public community' colleges or technical
institutes. This may be due to the differences
between these types of institutions. In general,
proprietary-schools differ from community col-
leges and technical institutes in their ability O
focus On a very narrow range of specialties;
often theseare in fields in which earnings are
relatively high. Some proprithary sqhooli limit
enrollment to students with specific
tions and may develop extensive networks for
job placement in the school's specialty. This
finding should be considered as suggestive
rather than definitive; because the study was
not designed to focus on the effects of post-
secondary programs; further research in this
important area would be 'useful.

Comfpletion of any,of these programs seems to
lead to higher future earnings, with two excep-
tions: public community college programs for
men and apprenticeship programs for women.
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Employment

Traditionally, the federal legislature has
emphasized training-related placement assa
measure of the effectiveness of vocational
programs. EmploYment itself, however, is
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undoubtedly of equal or greater importance,
particularly for minorities.- The findings in this
category suggest that whether or not voca-
tional graduates work in their,fields of spe-
cialty, they are likely to experience less --
unemployment than their pedrs who graduated
frora genera) curriculum.

Rates of Employment/Unemployment

This study measured unemploYment in
terms of the number of weeks responOents
had been unemployed during the two years
before the interview. This time period was
chosen for the sake of maximum accuracy. It
is long enough to reduce random variations
that might be more pronounced in a one-year
period. yet recent enough to be recalled with
fair accuracy.

The results suggest that frequent
employment is a positive effect of vocational
education. For both men and women, gradua-
tion from any vocational specialty is asso-
ciated with fewer weeks of unemployment
than isgraduation from the general curricu-
lum. Overall this reduction in unemployment
ranges between .3.and 2 weeks over p two-
year period. For women, the reduction is less,
with,the highest figure being 1.3 weeks fcir
graduates in the business field.

-More expelverice in the labor force is
strongly associlted with fewer weeks of recent
unemployment for both men and women. For
those who have been in the labor force ten
years, this effect ranges from 2.6 weeks less
unemployment for women to 4.7 weeks less
unemployment for men.

. . whether or nit Acational
graduates work in their fields of
specialty, they are likely to
experience less unemployment than
their peers who graduated from a
gineral curriculum.

Individual, attributes; particularly race and
gender; are also associated with unemploy-
ment among those surveyed: Minorities
blacks; Hispanics; and Native Americans
experienced significantly more unemployment
than whites. For minority women the time
unemployed was even greater than for minor-
ity men. This finding again reinforces the idea
that the effects of vocational education take
place in a broad context of other influences.

Postsecondary education tended to
.reduce unemployment, although the extent of
the reduction varied with the kind of program.
Completion of a two-year college program was
associated with less unemployment than that
experienced by high school graduates.
Among those who completed two-year pro-
grams, the greatest reductions were expe-
rienced by graduates of public community
colleges, technical institutes, and small post-
secondary proprietary schools. Completion of
a four-year college or employer-sponsored
training program was strongly associated with
higher employment.,

The imprecision of the estimates fogh
school curriculum variables suggests that
these results should be interpreted cautiously.
B,ut until more precise estimates are available,
these results are of great interest. They imply
thfit vocational programs, both secondary and
postsecondary, reduce unemployment rates
for their graduates:.

. Occupations

Both the first regular full-tinie jobs and the
most recent jobs held by graduates display
similar patterns of occupational distribution.
Among the three high school Curricula,
general curriculum graduates are most likely
to work in laborer, service, or sales occupa-
tions. Graduates of an academic curriculum
are more likely to work in professional/techni-
cal or managerial jobs Vocational graduates
are distributed in fairly predictable ways
among broadly defiried occupational groups.
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The results verify the general observation .
that vocational education prepares a sizable



number of its students for work in the craft or
clerical fields. Women vocational graduates
are more likely than graduates of other pro-
grams to be in clerical occupations; men are
more likely to work in craft or operative jobs.
These data do indicate that vocational stu-
dents choose traditional, role-defined special-
ties. However, because this study does not
establish casual relationships, these findings
do not support Claims that vocational pro-
grami encourage role-defined choices: By the
same token, these data do not support sugges-
tions that vocationateducation has effectively
overcome students' tendencies to ose
gender-defined specialties. Among thes
young adult workers, traditional choice was
still the norm.

Occupational choice affects numerous
labor market outcomes. These include the sta-
tus generally assigned to an occupation.

_ Levels of status for occupations have been _

rated by Duncan.(1961). According to his Sta-
tus Attainment Scale, the jobs vocational
graduates hold tend to be those with middle-
range, rather than low-range prestige. Occu-
riatio'n is also related to earnings, although
earnings and job status are not necessarily
related. When occupations are classified by
Census code, the mearrearnings in the fields
in which vocational graduates are concen
trated tend to be in'the middle range rather
than the lowest range of compensation. The
finding that vocational graduates choose':
occupations with middle -range status and
earnings_tends to refute the alygations of

..those critjcs who believe vocational programs
prepare young people fpr lowstatus, low-
paying jobs.

Use of Skills Acquired in High School

Recent legislation has used training-
; related placement as one significant index of

the effectiveness of vocational education. The
survey contains data on a closely related ques-
tion, the extent to which occupational skills
learned.in secondary school areused on the
job. Respondents who had beenin vocational
programs in high school were asked to rate: an
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a four-point scale how much they used the
skills they learned. The choices were not at
all," "not very much," "a fair amount," and "a
great deal." This question was asked for the
first regular full-time job held after highschool..
and later for the current (Or mostrecent) 161).

.

The rpsylts show a surprisingly wide
spread use of vocational traini n the job.
On both their first and pleir present jobs, over
half the men reported using the skills they
learned_in high school vocational programs at
the top two levels on the scale. Even more of
the vocationally educated womenover two-_
thirdsreportedthese high degrees of usecof
the skills learned in secondary school.

-Comparable levels of use are reported for
skills acquired in postsecondary programs.
Between 60 and 75 percent of those who had
postsecondary training reported that they
used the skills acquired there "a fair amount"
or "a great deal:, A higher percentage of those
who had been tnrOugh apprenticeship.training
used the skills learned there; and 85 to 90
percent of those who had had employer
sponsored training used those skills often.
These higher levels.of use are,.ideally, the log -
ical outcome of programs so.closelyy, related to
the employee's jog'

The resu ts show a surprisingly
widespread u e of vocational
training on the Job.

Alt ough skil use is not a precise index of
t ainin -related p acement, it does indicate the
pr al value vocational education to
these respo ts. The extensiveness. of their
use of occ ational skills learned in vocational
education s pports the belief that this curricu-
lum is an im ort influence on the labor
marketexperience of itsgraduates.



Related to occupation 'I is are those
..that.are needed to search for and find a job.

Vocational graduates report high levels of
satisfaction with the extent to which their high
school progranis prepared them for the-job
search. Fccir both male and female graduates of
vocational programs, this satisfaction was sig-
nificantly higher than for others.'

Satisfaction with High School Program

A airniler issue, and one that may be a .

valid Cbritideration in the evaluation of voca-
. tional programs, is the extent to which gradu-

atea themselves believe in later years that their
programs were valuable..The findings of this
study indicate graduates are confident that the
vocational turriculUmhas been useful to them.
When asked whether they wouldrepeat the
samecurricUlum, they affirmed that they
would in significantly higher proportions than
general curriculum graduates. After adjust-.

.ment for the effects of race, gender, rural real-
- dence, socioeconomic origin's, age, and type

of current job. the difference remains, with
vocational graduates expressing considerably.
more confidence in and satisfaction with their
high school programs: This satisfaction may
well be related. to the current usefulness of
skills learned in those programs.

. . . graduates are confident that the
vocational curriculunihas been useful
to them.

Education

Eight types of postsecondary programs
were'examihed in this study: employer-_
sponsored training; apprenticeship;
government-spopored civilian training.(such
as WIN), military training; public community
college or technical institute, private (or pro-.
prietary) trade collegeor technical institute;,
university or fouswear college, and advanced

degree prOgrains:Ttie,Study withered data on
participation in speclfIC Programa, time spent
attending programs, anTb:suCcesSfUl cOmple=
tion. Since the results fbr these three variables
were similar, only program completion Will be
discussed here.

Successful completion was Modeled
separately for men and women and examined
in terms of its relationship to several other
variables: high school curriculum; age, race/
ethnicity; socioeconomic origins; and .rural
residence. It should be noted that the models
resulting from these data did not include varia-
tions in the cost of postsecondary education
or measures of local labor market conditions;
both would be included in complete behavioral
models. However, because the survey covered
an extended period of time, thesb factors do
enter into the results to some degiee. The
respondents faced variations in cost of educa-
tion and in local labor market conditions
between high school gradUatibh and the date(
of the survey.
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Each of the eight postsecondary ded:gratris
was modeled for both men and women. Of the
sixteen models, the overall results were statis-
tically significant for apprenticeship and
government-sponsored training-for women,
public community college for men, and four-
year college for both men and women. Some
relationships shown in the remainingmodels
are worth Mentioning because they tend to
conform to general expectations and may
suggest the value of further examination. In
the results given below;:vocational graduates
are compared to otherwise similar graduates
of general curricula..

Worr en who ;pecialized in trade/indus-
try were 18 percent more rikelylo com-
plete programs at private proprietary
schools,

Men who specialized in trade/industry
were 10 percent more likely t6 complete
emPloyer-sponsored training.

Men from academic high school pro-
grams were 4 percent less likely to
complete government-sponsored
programs.



Using the same 6omparison, the following
reSUltS were forrd in the five models that were
Slatitally Significant overall.

Male graduates of.tradelthOtistrlpro-.
c' granV were 18 percent lets iikeliyitO':, ,' . tornOete fdtir;Year:Colleae Prograhis.

.(NObtrier;1,VOcatiOnal specialty was sigr,

either,thls or'cOmmuni ycollege';
-e-Rificantly related to ill completiop. of:;

.programs:) '.23timi .
. .

Male graddatet of academic programs,
''were 25 percent ,moretikely:to complete
foUr-year grograms, and 5 Percent less
likely to cornpletePublidcoirim'unity col-
lege programs. ..

.-
Female graa duates of trade/industry pro=
grams Were 9 percent more likely to
complete apprentiaesAip;programs..

Female graduates of acaderhic,pro-,
grams were 7 percent mere likely to- ..
complete apprenticeship programs, and
22 percent more likely to complete four-
year college programs.

Female graduates of all vocational pro-
gram were less likely to complete four-
year ge programs.

.
Aspirations

Data On the occupational and educational
aspirations of the survey respondentS were
gaMed through a series beSpecific questions:
Initially, they were asked whether they
planned to be in the same job five years from
the time of the survey: Those who did not were
asked what typos of jobs they expected to
have and whether they planned to pursue
turther eclucation.in older to obtain the jobs
they had mentioned. Those who said they did
were also asked what kind of schooling they
expeqed to undertake and how many years
they th'ought this further education 'Would
take.

Occupational Aspirations

About two-thirds of those surveyed said
. they expected to be in jots of the same kind

five years later. Overalt vocational graduates
were more likely to make this statement than
graduates of a general curriculum. In terms of
specialty:Agricultural graduates were most_
likely to anticipate staying in jobs of the same
.kindof011owed by trade /industry and bdsiness
' g redue4i4..'

.111 general An w o'expected to be in the
:- sane tobi live yeariatervip be described in

terms of--_erte:in characterfsgcs.,,Theytended
to be te., had. g4cluated Oom high school in. .

' btisin,es 'or trade /industry programs; and had
four-year collegttdegrees: they,also had
longer tenure bit.th'eirlobs, and received *,. .

higher wages than thoge,whoexpected.tO. '
change jObs. The type Of posfSecondairy edd-

.., cation completed_was retied to thiS'eX`pecta-
tion; thbse Who..hacif.comNted fotityears of
college were 'more likely to anticipate being in
the same job five years hence. whereas thote
'WhO had taken goviernment-ponsd-ted training
were less:likely: . ..

Women who expected to remain in;their
jobs kr five years;could also:be characterized '41

interms of certain attributes: They tended to
e White and to be fromiower. $S back-

.g ounras. Overall, they earrted'higher..Wages
an had been on their current jobs longer than

. tho e who did not have thisaicpectatibn.
Altitough men with thiS expectati tended to
have specialised in, business an etiodus-

'try in high_schbol: area of specialty waenot ,

related to this expectation for wgmen. . '

' Those who intended to change jobs were
asked about the kind of positibn.they_hoPed-to
hold. Most often named were',

. ,. ,,
clericaloccupatiOns..GenerallS;41Ower per-
centage ollvocational.gradueteSthiri gradu-
ates of other currioutibspired.to:Orofessionel
work. This varied byspecialty. Thiilip:siz _per-
cent:of business/office grOluates-aiptred to



professional jobs,.and 32 percent aspired to
clerical jobs. Of those from trade/industry
programs, 27 percent wanted to move into pro-

. fessional jobs, and 26 percent hoped to work
in the crafts.

When these respondents are considered
separately by gender and'race, the profes-
sional area is most commonly aspired to in
each category. A higher proportion of white
women (46 percent) than white men (39 per-
cent) aspired to this level For minorities these
proportions are lower, with 24 percent of the
men and 33 percent of the women hoping to
work in_ professional jobs.

Educational Aspirations

Those respondents who expected to be in
different jobs in the future were asked whether
they thought they needed additional schooling
or training t obtain these jobs: Approximately
two-thirds N those from the vocational and ;

'academic programs thought: they'did.'A
slightly smaller number of those from general.
Programs thought thejobs to which they
aspired would demand further education or.

Type of Training. Vocational and general
graduates who anticipated further training
shared much the same perceptionS of their
educational needs.i.The.most frequently Men-
tioned type, ikof edation was:thefoUr7year
college, followed by trade school, and then
graduate school. For academic graduates. aspi-,,
rations centered primarily on the four,year obi-
lege or university and graduate school.

The responses of men to this question dif-
fered by race, although tradeschob1 and four --
year college were the most frequentanswers
for all'men, Twenty-one percent of the white
men be 'eyed they needed to attend trade
school, ompared to 35 percent of the black
men. T enty-five percent of the white en
aspired o lour-year college; compare o 1?
percent ,of the black men. The third m stfre-
quentresponse for white men wat graduate
schodl (19 percent); for black men it mar-

>."
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keting training (12 percent). Women, both
white and minority, most often named gra.du-
ate scP001 and four-year college as the kinds
of education they would need.

Length of training. Those respondents
who were currently working were asked how
much time they expected to spend gaining
additional education or training during the

,next five years. For vocational graduates over-
all, the length of time was less than for other
graduates. The exception was the. men who
had specialized in marketing; they aspired ttl
significantly more additional education than
their general curriculum peers; as did men
from an academic curriculum. The length of
time respondents expected to spend-gaining
further education tended to decrease as labor
force experience increased: -2

Foe women; this, aspiration was not signif-
icantly affected by Specialty. It did tend to
increase with other, variables: tenure on the
current job; completion of a roprietary voca-

-tional program; and complet or,Cof an apprent-
iceship programjhe length of time women
expeCted to spend imfuture edtication was
significantly leSs for those who had completed
employer-sponsored training.

The length of time respondents
expected tcrspend gaining further
education tended to decrease as
labor-force ,experience increased.

In general, occupational aspirations. as
expressed in the expectationof having the
same kind of job in five years, are associated
with several characteristics. For both men and
women they include being vOhite, having
longer tenure on the job, receivirt4higher
wages and completing four years of college:
FoFrnen; having graduated from high school
in a busineSs or trade/industry curriculum is
alsO.aisoCiated with this expectation Women



who See themselves remaining in the same
kind of job are likely to have been injhe labor
force longer and to have lower SES back-
grounds; they may have completed a program
at a four-yegt college or public community
college, or had employer:- sponsored training.

Vocational graduates in general most
ofteniSpire t$ jobs in the professional or
cleric.at areas. A lOwer percentage of these
graduates than graduates from academic or
general curricula Look forward to Professibnal
or managerial jobsZCorripared ts other gradu-
ates; former vocational stud-ents'.more often
feel.a.need for further schooling. Both voca-
tional and general curriculum graduates Thosr
often aspire to complete four-year c011ege
programs; with:the next most common educa--
tional goals being trade idhool and graduate
school'

Summary and Con'clusions

The findings of this study otthe young
:-. adult worker suggest that-the overall long-term

effects of vocational educationare relatively
positive.' AcCording to this analysis, some
vocationally educated high school graduates
with no further education will earn more over
the fifteen years afterwaduation than their
counterparts from the-general curricuturn.
Although this earnings.,:advantage diminishes
over time, the long7term sums involved are
meaningful in mtical.ters. Moreover,7the_
earnings advanta eincreases in proportion to
the extqnt to whi high school vocational
educateon reduces unemployment `The long-
term value of vocational programs, in terms_of :
increased earnings; seems very likely to 7::

exceed the estimated marginal:costs of Provid-
ing vocational education:

. The issues around the question of fong-
...term:earnings are of obvious importance to

educators; policymakers; and young people
making educational decisions. Ultimately; full
analysis of this outcome is not potSible using
the data available for this study. More precise
analysis depends upon more data; inparticular

)0.

those data that-can be gathered through main-
taining and using the existing national longi-
tudinal databases. ti

One means of arriving at greatly improved
estimates of the long-term effects of second-
a.ry vocational education is through another
follow-up interview Of the National Longitudi-
nal Study of the High School Class of 1972
survey respondents. Future research into the
labor market effects of ucational programs
can also make use o e High School and
Beyond and the N Youth Cohort of the
National Longit inal Surveys of Labor Market
Experience, as these surveys gather follow-up
material. The National Center fbr Research in
Vqcational Education has plans to conduct
these studies. But the information needed to
estimate long-term effects will not be complete
in those data sets for nearly a decade. For
now the estimates given here on the long-
term effects of vocational education on earn-
ings seem to be as reliable as any available.

ii

The long-term value.of
vocational programs, in terms of
increased earnings, seems very
likely to exceed the estimatga
marginal costs of providing
vocational education;

To these earnings adVantagescan be
added the high use vocational gra&iates make
of the skills learned in their high school pro-
grams. Moreover, the young adult workers
studied here express satisfaction with what
they_gained_from their high school vocational
prograrns. Overall, the results show Fictsitive
long-term outcomes of vocational education in
several areas. These findings deserve careful
consideration in future evaluations of this
curriculum:



'APPENDIX

DATA COLLECTION AND APPROACHES TO ANALYSIS



This appendix describes the collection of
data for the survey commissioned for this.
study and the general characteristics of the
resulting sample. The matters considered
incjude data collection procedures, sample
s0cification, statistical analysis and weight-
ing, comparability with other databases, and
limitations and constraints of the sample.

Data Collection Procedures

This survey of younger adult workers was
conducted by telephone interviews between
January and Marchof 1981. The population of
interest was younger adult workers between
the ages of twenty and thirty-four, who were
working or seeking employment in the civilian
labor force. Screening was coridueted to
ensure an oversampling of respondents who
reported completing a vocational program
when in high school. The Gallup Organization
was chosen to select the final sample and to
field-test and'administer the questionnaire.

The actual sample telephone numbers
used in this survey were produced for the
Gallup Orgaripatio y Survey Sampling, Inc.
which, through it computer files, identified all
working banks ip all telephtine exchanges in
the contiguous forty-eight states (Alaska and

..Hawaii are omitted). A sampling frame of 57
million households was constructed Using cur-
rently operative area code and exchange com-
binations to eliminate nonresidential
exchanges. The sampling methods were
designed to yield a systematic random sample
of telephone numbers, both listed and
unlisted. .

The actual sample was stratified to all
counties so that the number of Observations

tdrawn within each county was prop9rtional to
that county's share of the'total pool of house-
'holds With telephones. Within counties, a
:working bank (or banks) was selected system -
atically; after'a random start; by first summing
the number of listed residential numbers in all
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the "Oing banks, then dividing thesum by
the desired quantity of numbers to establish
an interval, and then emulating the listings-
within the banks untirthe interval number was
reached. Because each bank's chance of being
selected is proportional to its share of listed
homes; larger banks have a greater probability
of selection than banks containing iewar list-
ings..Within banks so selected, two random
digits in the range 00-09 were generated and
added to the bank, exchange, and area code to
form a complete telephone number. As
designed, the sample would be'self-weighting
except for a deliberate oversampling of voca-
tional education students that will be
described.

Once the telephone number Was.selected,
the household was screened to determine if it
had any respondents who were between
twenty and thirty-four years o$,age and who
Were working or looking fcir work. If more than
one individual wh6 was a member of the Target
population resided in the household, the Kish -
Selection Tables (Kish 1965) were used to
designate the individual to be interviewed.l

Once a household member was selected,
ahTinitial call and three follow-up calls were
made before abandoning the household. The
calls were made on different days and at dif-
ferent hours of the, day. All participation in the
survey was voluntary, and the respondents
were assured that 1 information provided
would be kept confidential.

A sixty-one item-fixed-format question-
.

naire* was created to measure the selected
van ables for the study. The questionnaire was
de i ed to obtain background information
ab t the. respondent (ten questions), .

employment history (seven questions), expe-
riences on first full-time' and current jobs
(twenty-seven questions), secondary and
postsecondary schooling (twelve questions),
and aspirations (five questions).

A copy 4:4 the questionnaire is found in appendix A of the final repprt orywhich this publication is t:rased. The interested
reader should see Mertens and Gardner (1981).
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The instrument was field-tested and
revised. Nine pretest interviews were com-
pletd to check both the survey instrument
items andAhe selection rules. The question-
naire took approximately fifteen'io twenty
minute's to administer by telephone. Up to ten
additional minutes were spent initially intro -
ducing'the survey and making sure the
respondent was a member of-he defined popu-
lation for the study:

Men the data were collected; the Gallup
Organization coded the responses of all sur--
vey participants; along with appropriate tech-
nical specifications; on computer tape: Both
the tape and the original questionnaires were
delivered to the National Center

Characteristics of the Sample

The sample consisted of 1,539 young
adults between the ages of twenty and thirty-
tour who were identifiedfrom preliminary
screening questionsas being in the civilian'.
labor force (i.e., working or looking for work
and not in the armed forces, prison, or other
residential institution).°Whenasked about their

school program, 53 perc.erit of the
respondents classified themselves as voca-
tional, 28 percent as academic, and 19 percent
as general education participants. However,
this distribution of former students by turricu-
fah'is not repreSentative of the population.
Vocational students were oversampled so that
the sample would contain approximately 50.
percent vocationalcurricutum completers. The
random sampling procedures described earlier
were used; and when the desired number
nonvocational graduates had been inter-
viewed. only 20 percent of the desired. number
of formir vocational students had been inter-
4 ;.

viewed'. To identify the additional vocational,
completers, an oversampling technique was
introduced. The random sampling procedures
described were continued, but interviews were
conducted only with individUals whii reported
completion oft high school voVational .

program,

The analyses describe&here are based on
' 1,268 rather than 1,539 cases. Three consider-

ationshccount for this attrition of the sample.
First, in addition to the preliminary screening

.

questions,ithe questionnaire Specifically asked
for the respondent's current labor force status.
Despite the screening questions, interviews
were conducted with tome. people who, when

'asked directly, said that they were neither
employed nor looking for work. That is, they
described their status "going:to school,"
"disabled," "housework," or "other." These
respondents were, drbpped from subsequent
analysis because they should have been
excluded by the screening questions. This
consideration reduced the sample by 158
cases. The large discrepancy between answers
to screening and survey questions probably
occUrred.becausethe screening questions
were sometimes answered by a household
member othef than the eventual interviewee.

Second, because the selection process
oversampied vocational curriculum corn-
pleters, high school dropouts may be relatively
overrepresented in the general education and
college preparatory groups And underrepre-
sented in the yocational group. The data sug-
gest that such a problem could be present,
since 91 percent of vocational students (but.
only 82 percent of general students) report
having high school degrees or equivalency
certificates.* Hence, the analyses are
restricted to those respondents who reported

-0.Evictene on thereptionshipbetWeen 'high school curriculum and high school dropout rates is inconclu'sive.Some
J researchers have found no significant difference by carriculum-(Bergstrand. Esser. and Nelson 1979). Others have found

high dropout rates for vocational students (Nolfi et al. 1977). Y& another group reported differences within the same data
: set/depending on whether longitudinal or cross-se-atonal approaches were used. Those currently out of school who had

been in a vocational_curriculumhave_a'hipher proportion of_high school graduates than do those who had been in a
general curriculum: but among people in,School in,any,partiCUlar year. vocational students are more likely than general
students.to drop out dUring the succeeding year (Grasso and Shea 1979). However, a recent study by Mertens. Seitz, and
Cox (1982) found a small but significant positive association between staying in school and following a vocational
curriculum.
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having either a high Is Chbbil diploma or an
equiValency certificate. After eliminating
respondents who were outside the labor throe,
this second consideration reduced the. sample 7
by an additional sixity-eight respondents.

Third. another forty -five respo dents were
dropped because of-implausible or *nappro-
priatit answers to questiOns about educational
background, work history, or earnings. One
retprihdent, for example, was an immigrant
WhO had just arrived in the United States, had
been educated entirely outside this country;
and.tiad no work experience in the United
States prior to the survey. SeVeral'other
respondents reported both very high hourly
earnings and a high,number of hours worked
per week. lt,wes clear from the interviewer's
notes on the original questionnaires and from
descriptions of the work performed that,
although the earnings figures applied.to hours
actually worked, the hours - worked answers
included time for preparation and search for
work: These respondents were excluded

_ because their answers could not be meaning-._
fully compared with those of other
respondents.',,

These exclusions do not substantially
affect the distribution of the sample by race,
sex. curriculum, or vocational program area.
Racial minorities, women, and general curricu-
lum students are slightly more numerous
before the exclusions than after them, but the
differences are small and should not influence
results of the analysis.'

The principal objective of this project was
to identify differences in outcomes attributable
to high school curriculum: Because high
school curriculum was identified through a

self-reporting method; two questions were.
used to identify vocational participation more
Carefully. FirSt, vocational respondents were
asked_ if they had received a certificate of
completibitirbm, their vocational program.
Second, they were asked tO.indicate the
amount of time they rfact spent in-accupatranal
courses as ccidipated to other courses in high
school. r.

This caution was necessary betause of
the hazards of using thiS method Ofideritifyihd
curriculum, which have been mentioned in
several studies (e.g. Grasso and Shea 1979;
Meyer 198.1a). The most detailed study, to
date; indicates the potential range of error in
self-report (Campbell, Orth, and Seitz 1981).
Using high school transcripts for respondents
to the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor
Market Experience; New Youth.Conort, these
researchers specified vocational courses by
referencke to Handbook tflby PUtivam and
Chis'more (1970) and identified degrees of
individual participation in vocational education
in terms of that coursework. Of the people.,
who classified their curriculum as vocational; .7
percent had taken no:vckational courses at all;
and another 21 .percent had only minimal
itiV-OlVement in vocational courses; On the
btrier,harid, 42 percent of pelf-classified
general.curriculum students and 22'percent of
academic curriculum StOdents showed a sub-
--Mamie! eriebllMerit in Vritatitirial_ourses.
Thus, self7toport may beyery different from
what an objective evaluation.of course enroll=
ment might indicate.

One should also note, however, that self-
report may in one sense be a better indicator
of curriculum involvement than is a more

This modified sample of 1,268 respondents included 676 froM a vocational dueeitururri. 218 from a general curriculuT. 366
from an academic curriculum. and 8 respondents who did not identify a curriculum. Of the vocational students. 663_
responded to the question that asked them to indicate,a program area of specialty within vocational edtleatiOn. Twelve of
the 663. however. did not identity themselves as falling within one of' the six specific program areas. Thus, for analyses__
that use a curriculum classification_but do not require program area: the analysis begins with 676 vocational students. if
program area informatiOn is used. 663 vocational respondents are included in the analysis. If only the six specific program
areas are used. only 651 vocational respondents are included. In each case: these figures represent the.rtlaYriMOM number
of vocational students. The number actually Shown in any bivariate cross tabuiation.may be leSS than that number .

because of missing data on,the other variable in the cross tabulation. For example. only 668 vocdtional students may be
used in some analyses beeakte 8 vocational atudentrfailed to identify either their race or theirsex.

%;
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objective appraisal of courses: Self-report is
probably an accurate reflection of the stu-
dent's own perCeption'of the purpoSe for
ing'certain c mourses.that intention ay have_
more relevance for a student's subsequent
career and e'ducationaidecisions than does a
listing of course enrollments.

Only slightly more than half of the voca-
tional students reported receiving a certificate.
Students in home economics.were more likely
to receive a certificate the_n were students in
any other program area. however; the number
of actual responses in that cell is small. and
the sampling error of the proportion is corre-
spondingly large. Business and office prograrri
students. on the other hand, seem much less.
likely than in any other prOgram area to (
receive a certificate.-This resu4 may reflect a
substantial number of studentl who were not
classiiied as vocational students bytheir
schools but who took enoughbusiness and..
office courses to consider themselves to be
vocational students.
,)

In terms of time spenton.jOb-related
courses, about one-quarter of the self-
classified vocational students may be better
thought of as general or academic curriculum
students. since they spent relatively less time
in joti-related courses:

Respondents who identified their high
school program.as vocational were asked to
identify the vocational program area in which
they wereenrolled. Since the members of the
sample left school between 1962 and 1978,
there are no single-year enrollment figures to
which they can be compared.,Moreover, the .
sample percentage enrollments by program
area -were compared to the national average
enrollments between 1971 and 1977 (National
Center for Research in vocational Education
1979). In both this and the national sample,
business/officand trade/industry showed the
largest enrollments. However, this sample

included 52 percent businesS/offiCecom-
pleters, whereas theNational-Centertu0
reported only 32 percent' This overrepre-
sentatin in the. hUsirress and officearea
resdlted in an underrepresentation in other
program areas; especially in agriculture and
health: The effects of errors in estimating the
distribution of enrollment by program area on
conclusions drawn from..the analysis are dis-
cussed next in conjunction with-the specific
conclusions affected.

Relationships between CurricO)Ork or
Program and Intervening Variables:

This report focuses:on the labor market
and educational effects of hightschool voca-
tionar education. However, high school CUf-.:
nculum is only one of many factors that
influence earnings, occupational attainment,
lop satisfaction, unemployment, college-
-attendance, and educational aspirations. Some
of these factors affect outcomes in ways that
are unrelated to high school curricullim,
Others affect curriculum choice or are them-
selves affected by curriculum or by a third vari-
able that alsoinfluences7burriculum chciice:
Identifying the effects of curriculum requires
an understanding of the relationships between
curriculum and these other complementary or
intervening variables that affect outcomes.
This section discusses these relationships as
they are manifested in the sample. ,*

Approximately 85 percent of the respon-.
dents in the sample are white. In 1980, abOut
87 percent of the civilian labor fOrce in the age
range twenty to thirty -four was white (U.§.
Bureau of the Census 1981i.. The Minority
respondents in the survey total about 15 per-
ceniirif the overall sample. Sixty-eight percent
of them are black, 21 percent Hispanic, 6 per-
cent Oriental. and 5 percent other racial or
ethnic groups.

.

'Gr,issgh.as suggested in comments on an early draft of this report ihat at least' part of this difference may be attributable
io.thelnclusion of -general business- graduates who might more properly be tategorized as general curriculum students.
He also pointed out that even the national estimates shown in table 2.6 may contain fairly large errors in classification of
studenti by program area.
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Academic and general curricula have sub-
. stantially larger proportions of white males

and smaller prOportions of white females than
;the sample ie-3 whole. A relatively smaller
percentage ofrninority Meigs and females
Were in an academic r.Irricult.im than were in
the sample. The nonacademic minority males
were more likely to be in the Vocational group
than in the general group; whereas thereverse
holds for nonabademid minoeitY;females.';

.

The° distribution of thevocational sub-
sample by program area, race; anq sex was
also analyzed. Members'of racial minority
groups are mare iikety-to classify themselves
Ss vocational, but compared to recentenroll-
ment data they appear to be underrepresented
in this sample. Almost 17 'percent of the
respondents in the vocational group are non-
white, compared to 15 percent of the full sarnT
ple. Vocational education enrollment figures._
for 1977 indicate approximately 23 percent of
vocational education students are nonwhite

.(National Center for Research in Vocational
Education 1979). Respondents in the sample
attended high school before 1977.-Adequate
.'historical data are notavatlable, utit is likely
that minority enrollments in vcicati educa-
tion have increased as the seventies pro-

P gressed an.d greater emphasis pn equity was
stressed: ;

The male-dominated program areas are
agriculture and trade and industry, The

. female-dominated areas are health; home
economics, and business and office. The dis-
tributive education area includes about 40
percent males and 60 percent females,all of
whom are white. Of the 112 minority voca-
,tidnal completers, 39 percent arein trade and
induttry, and q11 percent are in the: bUsiness
and office areas.

The socioeconomic status (SES) of the
respondent's family is representey a com-
posite variable that uses three indicators:
reading material'in the home during high
schoot, years of schooling of the family's chief. .

wage earner; and the Duncan prestige score of
the chief wage earner's job while the respon-
dent was in high school.

The mean SES levels were analyzed by
curriculum groups. This yariable is not as dis-
criminating as one might wish, since very few
of the respondents fall in the very low or very
high SES categories. Although a great many
more academic curriculum students are from
high SES families, thedifferences in percen-.
tages from lower SES families between aca-
demic curriculum and vocational students are

-not large: The percentages of below averages
respondents in each curriculum group are 13

. ;-percent of vocational; 20 percent of general,
and 8,percent of academic; The percentages
of abirVe average respondents are abotit 9 per-
Cent for both vocational and general curricu-
him students; and 27 percent for academic
curriculum students.

SES levels by vocational program
area were also analyzed. The below average.
SES respondents are most frequently repre-
sented in the areirs of home economics; dis-
tributive education, and agriculture.

The lack of discriminatory power of the
SES index suggests that the occupation of the
chief wage earner may, by itself, be more
revealing than the composite variable. The dis.
tribution of the respondents.by chief wage
earner's occupation and curriculum was also
analyzed.°The largest occupational group
represented is crafts (23 percent of all
respondents). Profeisional, managerial, and
operative categories each account for about
14 percent Of respondents. Sales; clerical,
laborer; farm; and service grocips each
account for about 6 percept:

Academic students pre more likely than
the entire sample to havechief wage earners
in their households who are in professional;
managerial, or sales occupations. Vocational
students are relatively less likely to come from
families associated with professional or
managerial jobs and are more likely to come
from families associated with operative,
laborer, farm, and service jobs. Compared to-
vocational Students, general students are less
likely to,come from families with chief wage
earners in white collar occupations. The
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exception is that general students are rela-
tively more likely than arevocational students
to be children of a chief wage earner in a
managerial occupation (but not so much more
likely as to offset the predominance of the
other occupations). Finally, chief wage earners
for generat'StUdedar,einorelikely tha,n for
vocational or academic studentg tOWci4k.-AS
craftspersons, somewhat more likely to work
as operatives or laborers, and less likely to be
in service jobs:

The indicator of.locale fo; participants is
based on their residence at the time of the sur

.vey. Residence or nonresidende in a Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area designatesthe

Aocale as metropolitan or nonmetropolitan.
The majority.of The respondents are-located in
a metropolitan area. According to the.1980
census. 73 percent of the nation's population
resides in metropolitan areas and 27 percent in
nonmetroPolitan, In this respect, this sample is
representative of the nation.

About 10 percent more of the vocational
and general education respondents than of the
academic retpondents are from rural areas. In
most of the vocational program areas, how-

.,
ever, themajorityot the respondents reside an
metropolitan areas. As expected, a relatively
.largerproportion of agriculture students
reside in rronmetropolitan areas.

T h e "v ocational, academic, and general
education groups differ 'markedly by age dis-
tributionAkgreatelf;proportion of the younger
retpondefits participaXd.in v1)cational educe-

'tion prograrris. Only 16 periet)tofthose in
vocational education are 6tifeen the ages of
thirty-two and thirty-four; Wiereas about 25
percent are between the ages of nineteen to
twenty-two, On the other hand; fewer.of the o'-
academic respondents are in the younger age
ranges (11 percent of the nineteen- to twenty-
two-year7olds and 24 percent of the thilty-tWo-
to thirty-four-year-olds). Most likely; this pat-
tern reflects the sample selection screening
questions that required. respondents to be in
ttle labor force. That is, younger academic
graduates are more likely to be attending col-
lege full-time and to be out of the labor force.
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However, t may also reflect the increased
access to vocational,education, since the 1463'
legislation authorized spending federal monies'
for facilities and equipment. .

In this sample, the number of students in
nearly all of the vocational program areas

'increased during the time betWeen enrollment
cif:the thirty-two- to thirty4our-year-old-age
group and the nineteen- totwenty-two-year-
old age group. The only exCepriOn to this
increase is studentse,prolled,In the business/
office area. For these:itUdients,.theenrollment
has remained nearly the Sarno.

The marital status of the young adult
workeraWas also investigated. In general, a .

smaller percentage of male vocational, educe-
tionrepresentatives are'inarried,at dbmpared
to their general and academic counterparts:,
Female vocational and generatedriCation
representatives are more likely to-be married
than their academic peers.

When asked about physical limitatiOns.
only 35'of a total of 1;240 reportedsome type
of physical limitation. This,lOw numbei'.(less
than 3.percent) prObably reflects the fact that
many handicapped-people are not in the labor
force. Thus', this sample is not representative.
of the population of perstry rntvith physical li-
itations. The majorityof th spondents who;
did report physical_ limitations are orthopedi,
cally impaired. Ak for the vocational program
areas, the,trade/Industry and business/office
_programs enrolled 80 percent of t -Va-Acocational
respondents with physical.limitatilins:Any
generalizations about hindicapPed partici-
pants must be made cautiously because of the
very small sample size..:

Since placement in a training-related job
is one of the criteria of success in a vocational
program; an important aspect of any voca-
tional program is.,the placement assistance
provided to students. Overall; 1 percent of the
students in all vocational progr m areas report
receiving assistance in finding their first job.
This figure exceeds the 4 percent of academic
and 6 percent of general respondents who
report receiving assistance. The health partici-
pants report the highest rate and agricultural



students report the lowest rate of receiving
assistance:however; some portion of agrical
ture students may have found their first job on
their own onon their tartly's ferrns,oragti-
businesses 4nd would not have,recti,iired
teacher praeMent assistance. '

In general, fewer than 25 percent of the
students in the academic and general educa-
tion curriculum areas received occupational
information. However, the vocational program
areas did a much better job in providing stu-
dents with such'information. On the whole,
about on -half of all vocational.students were

Weighting and Methods of Analysis .

This.,ceduCedsample .011,268 former stu-.

dents was exarnitiecTusing two principal tedli=-----
niques.The first approaCh was to lookaf.:
unweighted cross tabulations of the4data:
Because vocational students were over-
sampled, unweighted cross tabulations that
combine cases across curricUltim would not
give accurate estimates of population frequen-
cies. Weights could be introduced to make
such cross tabulations representative of high
school graduates in the civilian labor force.
Slich weights were not used, however

'giv4n so e tVpe of occupational infoirretion.:. 'becauSemost cif the tables show a. stratifica--,

Home econornics,students mOthoften indicate tiOn of cases either by curriculum or by voca-
receiving information, whereas the respon- tional program area. The relevant comparisons
dents in health. OcCupationsleast often report, can be made among curricultlrn.groups with-
having received information. out any need fOr weighting. '

.The profile of vocational students that
emerges from the survey agrees with the pat-
terns found in other studies and can be Sum-
thariaed as f011Ows:.;VoCational: students erg
mo(e.likely than general or academic students
to be white females or black males: They are
less 'likely than academic students to come
from families witti hig_hcioeconomic status,
and less likely than general curriculUm stu-
dents to-come frorri loW socioeconomic statuk
faenities, Males are less likely to be married.4:.;0
Like their general curriculum counterparts, the
vocational students are more likely than aca-
dernic students to live in a rural area. And they

I° are more likely ihaneither; academic or
generAJ student to have received occupa-
-_ictn0 information in hi9hschoor or assistanceit

.- frrbin teachers in finding jobs..That_is, there are
substantial ,differences. across curriculum
groups with respect to at least several factors
that affect labor market experiences and
postsecondary education patterns. Thus,'
comparison 'of labor market experiences'or
educational attainment by curriculum group
must control for the impact of these Other fac-'.,
tors if accurate conclusions are to be drawn -
about the effects of curriculum: The analyses
conducted in thisresearCh'werechosen
because they permit that kind of control:.
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, Cross tabUlatioris reveal broad, surface
refationships-between curricula or programs
and either individual characteriStics or out=
come measures. However, controlling the rela-
tiOnships fbr the influence of other variables is
difficult when only cross tabulationS.areuSed.
Multiple regression analysis is employed to
analyze those more complex interrelationships
and to estimate the partial relationship
between two variables while controlling for the
intliienpe of other variables,

t
As with the cross tabulations the regres-*sion analySes are unweighted., If regression

models'are properly specified, weighting to
allow for a stratified,sample is unnecessary.
Other formiof atljultment ihspecification are
necessary for some of ale analyses..
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